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Dear Sirs:

I think that the following story is of interest to the gay community and am asking that you publish it in your magazine. The item was broadcast on September 8 over KLYZ Radio.

The new NBC situation comedy Snip never got started. The folks over at KPRC-TV have announced that the series will not start as advertised next fall. It was a new situation comedy being sent down by NBC which was suppose to be on the fall line-up, but it seems that some people have objected to a character who is portrayed as a homosexual hairdresser.

One of those people is a member of District 16, Texas Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association, Mrs. Dorothy O'Banon:

"I called my state president and asked her about it and she said definitely she thought that was the thing to do, is to try and stop it. So after I found out the proper names to contact that are in the upper echelon of the broadcasting company, then that is what I did. I wrote letters to all of them, asking them to please help us try to preserve the integrity and the reputation of our profession."

According to Channel 2 sources, Snip might be aired next January when things cool down a bit.

I called KLYX and found out that the following statement is in the original story on file at the radio station but was not broadcast over the air: "O'Banon says her group opposes having homosexuals or deviates of any kind depicted as hairdressers."

Thank you,
M.L. (Houston)

Dear M.Z.:

Thanks for the news item. It certainly is one that is noteworthy to the gay community. From what I have been able to find out, Snip has not been cut nationally, but on a local level in Houston.

For those who wish to protest the dropping of Snip, write to Program Director, KPRC TV, Houston, Texas.

Dear Mel,

I just wanted to say how much I really enjoyed a "nude" pin up in a gay publication. It seems that no one has bothered to try one out and I hope your response will be one that will keep it a regular "feature item."

A.G. (Austin)

Dear A.G.:

Thanks for your vote of confidence on the male nudes. It has not necessarily been the attitude of course everyone knows the location of the Locker on Westheimer. The Locker, Houston's only leather bar and originator of fun festivities will have an offering not to be missed!

Get ready Houston!!! Carnival time is here. Houston's Locker is preparing to bring fun and merri- ment once again to the Bayou City with another of its spectacle of spectacles.

The date is September 23rd

Dear Mel,

I just wanted to say how much I really enjoyed a "nude" pin up in a gay publication. It seems that no one has bothered to try one out and I hope your response will be one that will keep it a regular "feature item."

A.G. (Austin)

Dear M.Z.:

Thanks for the news item. It certainly is one that is noteworthy to the gay community. From what I have been able to find out, Snip has not been cut nationally, but on a local level in Houston.

For those who wish to protest the dropping of Snip, write to Program Director, KPRC TV, Houston, Texas.

IN MEMORIAM

Sunday, September 12, 1976, William Ert Molina passed away in Canada.

William Ert was known to many across the Southwest as a top name female impersonator by the name of Vickie Karr.

William Ert and Tony Molina came into the national limelight four years ago when they were granted a marriage license in Texas and became the first legally married males in the United States.

William had been suffering from a terminal illness for some time and had left Houston to return home.

You can find most anything...

KIKI LEE'S DRAGOONERY

IN THE GREAT EXCHANGE LEAN MARKET
492 WEST PARK
HOUSTON

Westheimer Rd. Houston
Dear Mel,

I just wanted to say how much I really enjoyed a "nude" pin up in a gay publication. It seems that no one has bothered to try one out and I hope your response will be one that will keep it a regular "feature item."

A.G. (Austin)

Dear A.G.:

Thanks for your vote of confidence on the male nudes. It has not necessarily been the attitude of most gay publications in the Southwest not to print nudes, but more so the policy of printers.

Frontal nudity has been one of controversy for quite some time, but it appears to be winning out.

The mail has been overwhelming in favor of a male picture weekly, and we will try to keep a "pin-up" in the paper when available.

After all, you wouldn't want one that wasn't "quality" merchandise would you?
It seems that regardless of the medium, "occult" is definitely the "in" topic of the day. We first went through it with the Exorcist in paper form before it hit the screen. Since that time, it has hit us in just about every form imaginable. Now Too Beautiful comes to us from Parisian Press and author Lambert Wilhelm to combine the occult with that of porno.

The only thing that really

Imagine a beautiful youth with the knowledge and the fear of the occult and another youth with neither the knowledge nor the fear, but the desire to step into something so daring and dangerous to take and bargain with his life.

But not only has this chance of fate been "prearranged" but it proves to be the test for Satan's Consort.

So for the reader who has just about read it all and wants a change

Whenever the urge arises...
Imagine a beautiful youth with the knowledge and the fear of the occult and another youth with neither the knowledge nor the fear, but the desire to step into something so daring and dangerous to take and bargain with his life.

But not only has this chance of fate been "prearranged" but it proves to be the test for Satan's Consort.

So for the reader who has just about read it all and wants a change of pace, a story that leads into an exciting adventure of black magic and murder, but don't leave out the sex. Too Beautiful can be found at your favorite local porno shop. It is a book truly out of the ordinary.

It seems that regardless of the medium, "occult" is definitely the "in" topic of the day. We first went through it with the Exorcist in paper form before it hit the screen. Since that time, it has hit us in just about every form imaginable. Now Too Beautiful comes to us from Parisian Press and author Lambert Wilhelm to combine the occult with that of porno.

The only thing that really makes Too Beautiful stand out is not the fact that it is a gay porno novel, but that the author seems to have some knowledge, or at least have done some very fine research into occult.
A great many of my readers want to know the steps one can take in getting rid of an unwanted husband. Ladies of caliber, take note: although Abraham Lincoln freed the slaves somewhere between the Emancipation Proclamation and Surrender at Appamattox, nowhere does it say that there is a law against indentured servitude between two consenting adults, in the privacy of their own home at least.

Verbal agreement, being, in most states, inadmissable as court evidence, it is therefore necessary to secure one's marriage and abode from outside interference with the proper legal documents. To this end I include here a couple of tips which could come in handy just in case your newfound husband gets a wild hair up his ass and decides to leave you for that cheap trick he met last night in the Plantation Room:

On the Powers of Attorney

A power of attorney in the wrong hands can work wonders on checking accounts, mortgage payments, credit receipts, car notes, tax schedules, stock options, real estate transactions, gas, lights, water, electricity, telephone, and inheritances. Think of what it can do to mend your broken heart.

Out of Sight, Out of Mind

Should worse come to worse, keep in mind the possibility of having your lover committed to an institution. It is an easy matter to drive someone crazy - just keep telling them that they are.

Act fast, though. Lots of people have been railroaded into insane asylums, so long as they have lacked the benefits of a little time and a good attorney.

I am reminded of my dear grandmother's wise counsel, "If you can't have it, have it put away." At all costs, avoid having ex-lovers running about town. They rake hell on your social image.

Porch-swing Romance and Marriage on the Rocks

How to be a Prominent Socialite

The truly prominent socialite is

Well, gang, Rhoda is back one more time!

It seems that Monday afternoons at Sally's with bartender Terry West has taken on quite a festive atmosphere. Our editor, C. J. Harrington, Ah Men's Lee and Chuck, and a few other tag alongs have become regular Monday faces. If Ms. West doesn't hold back with the Southern Comfort, she may wind up in the Deep South, or at least the back alley anyway! You'd have thought it was a holiday Monday with Valerie Vaughn doing Diana Ross on a bar stool and Dickie Chaisson having his clothes ripped off in the front bar. Quite a festive afternoon.

It seems that Dike Danita has her new hair cutting shop open in Houston. She has come up with the "original" name Mein Hair. How clever! I understand with every crew cut she is giving away a free jar of Butch Wax. It's also come through the grapevine that she'll take in poodles until she can keep in mind the possibility of having your lover committed to an institution. It is an easy matter to drive someone crazy - just keep telling them that they are.

Act fast, though. Lots of people have been railroaded into insane asylums, so long as they have lacked the benefits of a little time and a good attorney.

I am reminded of my dear grandmother's wise counsel, "If you can't have it, have it put away." At all costs, avoid having ex-lovers running about town. They rake hell on your social image.

Another method of curbing your hubby's sex life outside the home is to shave off all his pubic hair. He'll hardly want a witness to the fact that his dick is as bald as his uncle Peter.
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Cover Boy

For those of you wondering if you've seen this issue's cover boy before, well, you have. Nineteen year old Burt Hunt appeared on our cover a few weeks back, and the response was that people wanted to see more of Burt. And with that request, we obligingly comply.

Act fast, though. Lots of people have been railroaded into insane asylums, so long as they have lacked the benefits of a little time and a good attorney.

I am reminded of my dear grandmother's wise counsel, "If you can't have it, have it put away." At all costs, avoid having ex-lovers running about town. They rake hell on your social image.

Porch-swing Romance

and

Marriage on the Rocks

When in the course of human events it becomes necessary to part with your beloved on less than amiable terms (say while he's gone out shopping), you will no doubt be faced with a hard set of choices in the matter of portioning out dear possessions which both of you have acquired within the course of your marital relationship. These things, when brought to the attention of the divorce courts by competent attorneys, are called COMMUNITY PROPERTY.

The minute you decide to divorce your husband, call up a locksmith. Whatever you think he deserves, you can pile outside on the doorstep for him to pick up at his convenience. Whatever you want to keep for yourself, simply don't put outside for him to pick up.

Now in the event that the wretch isn't satisfied with your choice of what he can keep and what he can't keep, and comes banging on the door, obsolete key in hand, raising hell and waking the neighbors up, and making all other types of gross disturbances, pick up the phone and call the police. Report that a crazy man is trying to break into your home.

It is sometimes helpful to shoot the nasty brigand on the spot while you're away. It is sure to deter unsanctioned sexual congress in the marriage bed, as well as some poor faggot screaming to the lavatory, cock and balls in hand.

Another method of curbing your hubby's sex life outside the home is to shave off all his pubic hair. He'll hardly want a witness to the fact that his dick is as bald as his uncle Peter.

How to be a Prominent Socialite

The truly prominent socialite is hardly distinguishable from anybody else, except by virtue of certain Ethics which might be construed as out of the norm.

Consider that only you go around once in life. Consider that you've got to grab for all the gusto you can get. Consider there are 3.4 billion people out there ready to grab it before you do, and you're well on your way to Enlightened Self Interest, which is another word for "snap". All the prominent socialites have snap.

Too, one must learn, if one expects to be prominent, that apathy is the key to good health and the preservation of fortunes. Remind yourself daily that you do not get paid to care.

It is a fact that people who do too much caring are sent to an early grave, and nine times out of ten, pennyless besides. Not giving a damn will keep you young and lovely for many years to come. Pretend to care, but don't really.

Always seem gracious. Always speak to everyone. But surround yourself with festive people.

Always maintain an air of polite sexual aloofness, speak in soft tones even when delivering death threats or reading a person to whalshit. Understatement is the best policy.

Bayou Landing Club: It appears that a new club will soon be appearing on the horizon and should give Dallases a choice of bars once again.

And speaking of new bars, Sparkle Plenty in Houston should be opening its doors sometime the latter part of this month. It should make a nice stop over 'between' bars.

And our personal congrats to the Locker's Terry Wesley who took the title of Miss Texas At Large this past Tuesday night in Big D. Houston's Donna Day was 1st runner-up and I understand the show was a hot one for the big girls.

Til next time,

RHODA
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B-149 - Houston - Good looking white male, mid 20's, slim and muscular, looking for fun games with guys 21-35 who are Greek active.

B-157 - Houston - Foreign couple seeking male, prefer bi, in 30's or late 20's. Not fat, willing to disregard racial superiority. We love music, mostly classical, literature, photography. Please reply with photo.

G-107 - Deer Park - Houston housewife would like to meet local, cau, bi/gay, girls for fun.

B-181 Houston w/m, 21, 5’11”, 137, slim, well built, good looking, and hung. Looking for strictly masculine male for some afternoon fun and hot sex. Definite preference for white males with mustache and/or beard, and hairy bodies. Must be cool. Nos s/m, b/d, ft. Freaks ok. Send photo if possible and phone. Very anxious for answer, so we can get right to work, or play.

B-123 - Galveston - Houston area young man, cau, 37, 5’8” 179, sexually insatiable wishes to meet correspond with men 30-50, average to well hung. Explicit letter and photo if possible. Will answer all who are interested in fun. Travel very little, but happy to entertain.

B-124 - Garland - Submissive, white male, needs owner. 6’1”, 29, 260, want to try all things passive Greek, active French, golden showers, enemas, b/d, tv, etc. I am yours to do with as you please.
arrangements both his efforts and financially according to present ability. My preference is toward small, smooth, thin persons, especially Latins and Orientals who are neat personally and in the home. But all considered on his own merit. Please, no opportunist. I have my PhD in being hustled and would smell this out before you got started. An unusual opportunity for a sincere and serious person desiring a lifestyle and relationships not too readily available. Phone please.

B-162 - Pasadena - Male 28, 5'9", 185, brown hair and eyes would like to meet good looking well built construction guys, (cy- clemen into leather) weight lifters, and others. No fems. I like a man to look and act like a man. Willing to please. Hot for sex every day. Crazy about hairy chests. Please answer with photo if possible. Will answer all who are interested in fun. Travel very little, but happy to entertain.

B-124 - Garland - Submissive, white male, needs owner. 5'1", 29, 260, want to try all things passive Greek, active French, golden showers, enemas, b/d, tv, etc. I am yours to do with as you please.

“Personal Ads” with telephone numbers and/or addresses may be purchased by the week in the weekly Nuntius. Space may be purchased at 10¢ per word, $2.00 minimum.

Here’s my ad with, without photo(s) I, the undersigned, hereby represent that I am not a minor, that the photo(s) (if photo is included) is an actual photograph of myself and that all data included in my ad is true and correct. Consent is hereby given for the Nuntius or any other publication as the Nuntius may see fit, or to use for the promotion thereof. It is also understood that the Nuntius is completely released from any liability in connection with transactions that I might have with any person(s) contacted through the Nuntius.

I understand that all replies to ads will be forwarded at the rate of $1 per reply.

I have read the above and fully understand that the ad copy and photo supplied are in full compliance above.

SIGNED

THIS INFORMATION IS FOR OUR FILES AND WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED:

Name
Address
City State Zip

Phone

Mail to Nuntius
4615 Mt. Vernon
Houston, Texas 77006
BC-102 Dallas We wish to meet couples and bisex females, husband will join only at your request for threesomes.

G-133 San Antonio German Housewife no swinger, 5'4" 108 looking for a girlfriend to go around with and love 45-55. Please write.

B-204 Texas City Young white male, 22, 5'9", 124, wishes to meet sincere non-fat man white 22-36 for lovers relationship. Love boating, water skiing, sports cars and traveling. I'm passive, prefer hairy bodies. Love music and dancing. Send recent full length photo. Virgo Zodiac. Contacts be careful. No phone answered first. .AI,., please send detailed letter and phone.بات

B-311 Houston Working class Heroe will share his world with a student or young employed person. I am neat mid age soul, tall, non-short blonde hair, blue eyes. I have Christian beliefs but am tolerant and liberal minded. Love all music, good wine. Good rapport and interesting, good looking, nicely built, manly, young guys. No heavy involvement desired and no strings attached. My "early everything" Montrose flat is yours to call home in exchange for minor chores, If you are congenial and could get off to such an arrangement. Prefer not to hear from heavy dopers, hustlers, bar flies or bots in the Dallas area.

G-134 Odessa Single bi working male new to area seeking couples and singles for morning or afternoon fun and pleasure (work 2 to 10). Let's start the day off satisfied and happy. Your place or mine. Can travel within 100 miles. Oversexed married women most welcome if husband approves and cant join in every time, sex nudity, poloroid, movies etc. are my things. No pain, just lots of fun and pleasure. You name the game I'll strive to please. I'm very honest, sincere and clean, expect same. Please with photos and phone if possible.

B-151 - Greenville - W/m, 21, 5'10", hazel eyes, brown hair, 155, strictly fem. wishes to correspond and meet very masculine butches in the Dallas area.

B-158 - Bellaire - W/m, 19, 5'4". 130, wants to meet young people, same age or near it, for Just Friends. Also interested in finding an individual for More Than Just Friends. Photo would be helpful.

B-354 Burleson Texas Everyone wants photos but I don't have any. I will pose for anyone male or female and divide the pictures. Any pose ok. I am white male who enjoys all kinds of sex.

B-355 Dallas Bi guy, white, masculine, tall, slender with dark brown hair, grey/green eyes and hung and knows how to use it. I'm 31. Am into spanking with a paddle on your bare butt, and what turns you on. I want friendly single guys who are white 18-29 who really dig this and not phoneys or unstable. The guys must be masculine and not fat. Guys who like to work out together and having fun. A dominam (me) and a passive (you). Be my best buddy, so if you are really into this write and we will meet.

B-356 Ft Worth Female impersonator. Passionate and very sexy w/m 26, would like to meet and date tall bi men or gays who are interested in TV and would like to have the time of their life. I'm submissive and love to please and satisfy all your desires. Please be sincere with your reply as I am in need of loving and want only men that can please me. Complete discretion and privacy assured. Letters with photo and phone answered first. Also want to date male photographer that has own studio and will take professional pictures of me. Love

B-349 Houston Gay or bi roommate wanted. Quiet white male 24, want white roommate under 22. Prefer quiet person who likes the outdoors and quiet times together. No b/d, s/m. I want sincere and honest person. There must be someone out there that will take this ad serious and will take this ad seriously and write very soon. Include phone and photo if possible.

G-132 Female mid 50's wishes to hear from women of similar age. No men. Heavy set "butch" gentle and considerate. Enjoy a good life style, non drinker, easy going, well educated, hard worker. Possibility of some travel.

G-344 Odessa Single bi working male new to area seeking couples and singles for morning or afternoon fun and pleasure (work 2 to 10). Let's start the day off satisfied and happy. Your place or mine. Can travel within 100 miles. Oversexed married women most welcome if husband approves and cant join in every time, sex nudity, poloroid, movies etc. are my things. No pain, just lots of fun and pleasure. You name the game I'll strive to please. I'm very honest, sincere and clean, expect same. Please with photos and phone if possible. Please with photos of myself.
I want age. No men. Heavy set "butch" to date male photographer that has own studio and will take professional pictures of me. Love

G-118 - Lawton Okla. - Versatile housewife mid 30's seeks versatile females only for friendship and exciting times, have husbands approval, can travel up to 60 miles. Please write and send photo with first letter. No men.

B-162 - Pasadena - Male 28, 5'9", 185, brown hair and eyes would like to meet good looking well built construction guys, (cycle riders into leather) weight lifters, and others. No fems.

I like a man to look and act like a man. Willing to please. Hot for sex every day. Crazy about hairy chests. Please answer with picture if possible. Will answer all.

B-151 - Gulf Woods - W/m. 21, 6', hazel eyes, brown hair, 155, strictly fem. wishes to correspond and meet very masculine butches in the Dallas area.

B-149 - Houston - Good looking white male, mid 20's, slim and muscular, looking for fun games with guys 21-35 who are Greek active.

B-157 - Houston - Foreign couple seeking male, prefer bi, in 30's or late 20's. Not fat, willing to disregard racial superiority. We love music, mostly classical, literature, photography. Please reply with photo.

B-192 - San Antonio young British male bi minded looking for bi-masted couples for 3 ways. I have 11 1/2" and was a pro hustler in England for 7 years. Can go with male if approved of. Also can go with wife of voyeur husband for his delight. I'm pro in all respects and discreet. I'm 6'2", brown hair, blue eyes 150, also can handle 2 bi couples at once if it is pleased. Photo and phone a must. San Antonio area only, write soon.

B-164 - Houston - Want big beautiful black dudes who dig it all. Well endowed white male, early 30's. Next good looking New in town. Prefer Houston and immediate areas.

B-140 - Houston - Lonely male, 28, needs guy to teach me the ropes. Want someone to be nice. Not the most attractive, but far from being the ugliest. Please write.

B-155 - Houston - Butch, 23, jock/frat type sex slave seeks experiences master. I get off to bondage, humilation, and erotic (jock) cock, etc. Although not heavy s/m & pain. Prefer butch, white, hairy, jock, frat, cowboy, construction worker type between 20-35. Please let me know how, when and where I can serve you.

B-163 - Beaumont - White male wanted 18-20, masculine and gay who is looking for long term relationship. Ideal for college student as aid for expenses can be arranged. I'm white male, young 35, interested in all types of sports.东南Texas area. Am also interested in a houseboy.

AH MEN
OF HOUSTON
805 WESTHEIMER
SHOP FOR MEN

BOURBON PUB & PARADE DISCO
801 BOURBON ST. - NEW ORLEANS
24 HOURS - 524-3788